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By W. P. Davies
AN INTERESTING COMMENT ON
tlie quality of work perfor1:1ed in t~e
Grand Forks public schools is made in

a letter received from Rev. S. S. Feld-

•

that Middleton or any other ·particular
city was the "Middletown" of the study.
The study, it appears, was instead a co1;1·
posite of faGts gleaned from several d1fferent cities, some of them presumably
in Ohio.

man by a _m ember of the Grand Fo~ks
* * *
Baptist church, the pasto~ate of which
ONE OF MR. FELDMAN'S RECENT
Mr. Feldman recently res_igned to ta~e duties was to preach his first funeral
charge of a church at Middleto~, Ohio. sermon since taking over his new charge.
On this subject Mr. Feldman writes:
The funeral was that of a man who had
y.
committed suicide in a Ioca1 ceme ter
''WHEN YOU SEE MR. SCHROEDER His family had been offiliated with the
you might tell him that he can be very Baptist church and it was considered deproud of the Grand Forks scho~ls. Much sirable that a Baptist minister should
of what the children are getting here officiate at his ;funeral.
·
in the 7 and 9 grades they had last year
* * *
in grades 6 and 8. While they came three
A NOTE FROM FEDERAL JUDGE
weeks late here they have completely · J. F . .T. O'Connor of Los Angeles men- ·
made up all they had miss~d and passed tions a letter which was received from
examinations on the material. They took the judge's nephew, Lieutenant William
the regular six weeks exams here sev- v. O'Connor, of the United States navy.
eral days after they enrolled and passed Lieutenant O'Connor, who is a s9n of the
with nearly the highest marks in the late w. v. O'Connor of Grand .Forks,
class. They could not have done th~t writes from some undisclosed European
without the fine preparation they had in port where his Liberty ship had arriv:d·
Grand Forks last year."
Those merchant ships are armed, with
* * *
a naval officer in charge of the gun crew
THE FELDMANS . ARE PLEASANT· on each. Lieutenant O'Connor has charge
ly settled in their new hor_ne. Mi?dlet_on, of the gun crew of 32 men on his ship.
writes Mr. Feldman, is an 1ndus!rtal ci!Y, An excerpt from his letter reads:
busy with war work, as all industrial
"I cannot, of course, relate some of our
cities are. The city is in the center of a skirmishes with our formidable and stubbeautiful landscape, gorgeous with the born foe-not until the stories have · been
fall coloring of maple and other foliage. officially released. This much I can say:
Some time ago there was published the we have three swastikas painted on the
result of sociological study in a town funnel of our ship with a tell-tale check
representing as nearly as possible social, after each one. We hope to augment that
economic and cultural life in the "aver- score considerably before we put in. The
age" American city of moderate size. T~e enemy is a little inconsiderate. He keeps
town so studied was given the name Mid- popping us out of bed at the most abdletown, and because of the si.milarity normal hours. I don't believe the scounof names it has been assumed in some drel ever sleeps. I am tanned as an Inquarters that Middleton, Ohio, ~as the dian and in perfect shape-we have box..
town so studied. Mr. Feldman has made ing gloves aboard and I work out with
1ome inquiries on that subject, and he some of the boys -every day. The food is
finds nothing to substantiate the belief quite good and my quarters are really

* *. *

••

very cozy.''

By W. P. DAVIES.

IS THE DAY APPROACHING WHEN
every man will be his own air pilot? Nobody quite knows, the development of the
helicopter at least suggests some such
possibility. In a sense the helicopter has
passed the experimental stage. It is true
that technicians are experimenting with
it, most earnestly and intensively, but
those experiments are not to determine
whether or not the helicopter can be
made to fly under its own power. That
has been thoroughly demonstrated, and in
proof numerous such machines are now
in regular and active service. Investigations now being made are to determine
to what extent the helicopter can be made
to serve the public on some such general
scale as that in which the automobile has
been giving service for years.

*

*

*

* *

*

FOR MANY CENTURIES SCIENtists struggled with the problem of flight
without making much. progress. The invention of the balloon was no solution of
the problem. The balloon does not fly;
It floats, and the fact that objects suffi·
aiently light would float in the air was ·
commonplace. Children had long made
use of it in blowing bubbles. Nor was the
attachment of propelling and guiding
machinery to the balloon an answer to
the question. The thing still floated. It
did not fly. Always the scientist was
eonfronted with the question asked in his
own words by Darius Green: "Birds can
:IJ.y, so why can't I?"
THOUGH HEAVIER THAN AIR THE
bird propels itself through the air by
power generated within itself. Could man
build a machine that would do the same
thing? Crackpot inventors, mechanical
geniuses and scientific students approached the problem each in his own way, and
eentury after century the results were
disappointing. Many real men of science
proved mathematically to their own satisfaction that human flight was a physical impossibility and droppeq. the subject. But others kept on, among them
Langley, who built a machine which, it
was demonstrated years afterward, was
capable of flight, but which crashed on
its first test. That failure, it is believed,
llastened Langley's death.

*

*

*

ACTUAL AVIATION DATES FROM
the flight of the Wright brothers at Kit.ty Hawk in 1903, but for some time before that other inventors had been working on different lines. Alexander Graham
Bell, whose invention of the telephone
had already made him famous, spent much
time in his later life in studying the problem of flight.
The basis of his experiments was the
triangular, or tetrahedral kite, and he
built several large cellular kites made of
those smaller units They flew successfully in a breeze, and Dr. Bell thought it
might be possible to equip them with engine power sufficient to propel them. The
success of the Wrights put an end to his
experiments in that direction and he became an enthusiastic supporter of the
Wrights and their work.

*

*

MOST OF THE* WORLD'S PROGin aviatio has been in the develop-

ment of tfie airplane, which now mes
non-stop for thousands of miles at hundreds of miles per hour, carrying enormous loads. Continents, oceans and mountains present no barriers to the modern
plane. It moves swiftly and unerringly to
its destination through darkness and fog
and rain. It is guided by invisible beams
by men whose studies were in the fields
of light, sound and electrical impulses
rather than in that of mechanics, an illustration of the manner in which one science contributes to the development of
another.

* *

*

THE PLANE, HOWEVER, HAS ITS
limitations. It can fly only forward. It
cannot remain stationary. It can land and
take off only at relatively high speeds,
hence it must use large airports an<;! long
runways at some distance from populous
centers. To develop a machine capable
of giving certain kinds of service which
the plane cannot give has been the aim
of men who have interested themselves
in the helicopter which operates on the
principle of the spinning toy familiar to
children.
In its present stage of development the
helicopter is relatively slow in the air,
but it can rise or descend perpendicularly
as slowly as desired, can fly forward,
backward or sideways, or can be held stationary in the air. It can land safe on the
flat roof of a building or in a back yard,
and enthusiasts believe that it can be
made a useful means of transportation
for the ordinary private citizen, slower
than the plane, but swifter than the automobile, convenient for many purposes,
and quite safe in the hands of the amateur
•

I

By W. P. Davies
MOST OF US THINK OF TIIE OLD
Met as the first building in Grand Forks
to be known as an opera house but C. J.
Hurd ' has reminded me that there was
an earlier "opera house" here which was
of a type quite different from the old and
honorable Met. It was Kline's Opera
House," a frame building which stood on
DeMers avenue about the site now occupied by the Stratford building. Charlie
Hurd visited it shortly after his arrival
i,n Grand Forks in 1881. This place of entertainment was a frame . building with
a crude stage and a small auditorium
which was partly surrounded by a semicircle of booths in which liquid refreshments were served girls who also did
their turns on the stage. The entertainment was of the sort characteristic in
frontier towns, and it made the boy fresh
from the East wonder.

*

*

*

-- THAT WAS NOT TIIE FIRST SURprise Charlie got on his first trip· West.
He was born on a farm near Cathcart, in
the western part of my own rounty of
Brant, Ontario. At the age of about 17 he
started on his first railway journey,
which was to bring him to Grand Forks.
At St. Paul he had to wait several hours
and to pass the time he strolled into a
pool hall where several men and boys
were playing. All of the players · spoke
some strange language which Charlie had
never heard before, and he wondered
what sort · of country he had reached
where all the people were foreigners.

*

*

*

*

*

*

. PROBABLY TIIE LANGUAGE
which he heard was Swedish, as there
was a large Swedish immigration to that
part of Minnesota, but Charlie had never
heard anything like it before. Most of us
have become accustomed to hearing several languages spoken, but that was not
the case in the part of the country irom
which Charlie and I hailed. I must have
been 14 years old before I ever heard any
language other than English spoken, and
before I heard anyone speak English with
an accent indicating that it was not his
mother tongue, with one ~xception. A
Swedish family moved onto a farm in my
neighborhood and remained for about a
year. Two or three of their children attended my school and the rest of us had
fun getting those kids to talk.
MR. HURD HAS VISITED THE OLD
home several times, and his experience
has been quite like that of many others
who have visited their former homes after long absence. There were a few old
friends left and they were cordial and
hospitable. It was pleasant to meet them
and recall old times and old experiences.
But. those friends had acquired interests
and associations in which the returned

absentee had no part. They had their own 1
work to do and their own lives to live,
and before long the visitor felt that it
was time for him to be getting back to
the place where he had made his home,
where his real interests were and where
he was actually part of the life going on
about him.

*

*

*

*

*

*

ON HIS RECENT VISIT TO LOS
Angeles Dr. T. Ross Hicks sat in at a
meeting of the Kiwanis club at which an
address was given by a visiting member,
a judge from Texas. The speaker began
his remarks with this story of one of his
court experien~es:
In a city of hjs district he presided at
an investigation of charges of racketeering. A criminal gang had been operating
with a high hand and while there had
been prosecutions and convictions the
criminal program was unbroken. The
higher-up criminals had enlisted the services of low-caste men, the offscourings of
the city, who would permit themselves
to be convicted of crimes that their bosses had committed, ·serve jail· sentences
and receive payment therefor.
ONE OF THESE STAND-BYS, A NEgro, was being questioned and he gave a
long and utterly fantastic . account of his
movements. When he had finished the
judge said:
"Now Sam, you surely don't suppose
I'm dumb enough to believe all that stuff
you have been telling."
"Well, youah Honah," replied Sam. "Ah
don't know jest how dumb you is."

1

ARE

WHILE THll!itt

SIURP DIF·

ter,4ce» of opitilon among automobile

mmi c o ~ g the probable design of
the post-war automobile, the general be·
!jet a p ~ to be that the first cars of
tilt new C1"0$) will not differ in any senational way from those· that were in productidJ:a when the war caused the closing
ot the pJams. ftat there will be some
ch~es ls · expected, but there have always been changes from year to year,
some of them quite important, chanaes
in enghje .deiip, In body type, and so
forth, and tidlanges in minor eqUlpment. But th
changes-have been made
rather ,tlldu
. 'lbe sum of changes
over a period of five yeani or so has been
considerable, but the changes made in a
single year have usually been confined
to a few ieatures, so that last year'lil car
never looked eompletely out of date.

•

* *
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* * •

THERE 4Ril IN PROGRESS, '.HOWever, mtenslVe a t ~ of more or less
_..u~
••maybe among
th, ~JM
~ fie# t.ew years.
Some ol
Uo11 liadtii the fantgtic,
th stu4h, ..4re of a
mor, ,-i
-~JUlam ,Ja. Stout,
an ~~ ~e,. ~resenti some
ot '4Ja
ii: a ma~e atqcle. He
expects
~ - i to be evolutionary
e r ~ ~l\ltionaty.
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~

•

*

CAR OF T.EQ: FUTURE, HE
ijllnks, will have about ti. ove~ dimensions of the present ~. but it will be
larJer 1n$l4e ,w.d have a longer whet!!~ . the 11Jppon ~ g nearer the endl.
The ba~y will npt be streamli;ned in the
ordinary ~ but will be smooth in
contour so as to give the greatest possible amount ot in~rior roam, Th.e new
car JVill be only about }Jalf the welaht 9f
p~nt models .beeause e1 the use of
plastics -na otJier ne,v materials &lid the
• of present materiall in new ways.

•

*

*

~ GQA~ ~ IN 'l!iE
~ madeia
n JJt • Stout is m
tti • ol a ~ . . er and more

compact en~ and in. plat?lng it at tb.a
ll!&r of the ~ l>e#llaners generally
Jtave wo:rked tQf years on the problem
of qlumginf potltion of the engine,
and some Clp'S ~ 4~\.t!lllY built on that
basi.. Whether he thinks that this change
wnt be made g ~ y in 'Ute immediate
futu~. Qr is likely, • W 48:ferred. for. sevars 1'fr. Stout
D()t say.

By W. P. Davies
WHETHER THE TYPE OF A GIVEN
period's literature is governed by the
composite appetite of readers or b)'.' the
-equally composite inclination of writers,
It is a fact that certain distinctive patltierns run through the popular literature
of particular periods, and that the patitern is changed from time to time, so
ibhat each period may be identified with
a given type. Not that all the books writrllen within a given time are alike, for
ibhere is always variety. But in most of
!the books written within a given time
*here is evidence of similarity of thought
both in the choice of subject matter and
kl the writer's approach to his subject
and in his general treatment.

*

*

*.

'l'HEREWAS, FOR INSTANCE, THE

~mantic trend of the late Victorian days.
l'here was the muckraking ere of the
early years of this century, when the
authors most widely read were those
:Who were able to pick out flaws in the
ioharacter of those who had been accepted as heroes. The years following World
war I were marked by a strong note of
pessimism, and emph~sis _was placed _on
;the thought that nothmg 1s worth while.
Still later, and perhaps associated with
tihat phase, came books in which the lowest, elements in the social structure were
6.epicted as typical of the age in which
JWe live, no account being taken of the
llact that in the same society in which
illhe writel'S could see nothing but dregs
ll!here was much of the noble and elehting.

* *

*
JN A MAGAZINE
ARTICLE ON THE
tubject J. Donald Adams refers to a
ehange which he thinks he can observe
In the literature that is now being prod,uced. Of this he writes:

* *

"ONE CAN OBSERVE*A SWINGING
away from the exaggerated fear of senti1111ent by which we were held for so many
;years. In our eagerness to escape the
•tigma of sentimentality we forgot that
there is a dividing line between it and
ltonest sentiment. We forgot. that sentiilllentality is merely a matter of overstatement, that it begins when expression
wns ahead of true feeling. What it really
ll'neans, of course, is insincerity-an insincerity cif which we may or may not be
tonscious.

*

*

"WHEN WE* OBSERVE THE PRESence of a succession of novels dealing
with a religious theme at the top of the
best-seller lists, it does not necessarily
mean that we are to be deluged with
more books of that kind. But the response
to these books surely does indicate a
widespread state of mind in which people are reaching out for positive values.
rfhey are tired of being told that there
ts nothing in which to believe; they are
tired of reading stories overpopulated by
subnormal and degenerate characters.
!They know that man is capable today as
ihe was in the stone age of stupidity,
baseness and brutality, but they are also

aware of the intelligence, courage and
nobility of which he is capable. This belief in man, and this belief in the life
that can be, will be increasingly reflected,
I think, in the shape of books to come."

* * *

I HAVE BEEN REMINDED THAT
this year Dickens' "Christmas Carol" will
be 100 years old. It was first published a .
few days before Christmas, 1843. It would
be impossible to estimate the number,
thousands upon thousands, whose hearts
have been warmed by that message during these hundred years. If Dickens had
never written anything else he would
surely have gone down in history as a
benefactor of the human race.

By W. P. Davies
SPACE AND OTHER LIMITATIONS

''THUS, GERMANS WHO TAKE PART
in the wholesale shooting of Polish officers or in the execution of French, Dutch,
Belgian or Norwegian hostages or of
Cretan peasants, or who have shared in
slaughters inflicted on the people of Poland or in territories of the Soviet Union
which are now being swept clear of the
enemy, will know they will be brought
back to the scene of their crimes and
judged on the spot by the peoples whom
they have outraged. Let those who have
hitherto not imbued their hands with innocent blood beware lest they join the
ranks of the guilty, for most assuredly
the three Allied powers will pursue them
to the ends of the earth and will deliver
them to their accusers in order that j ustice may be done.

make it necessary for a paper of the
Herald's size to present summaries of
many important documents instead of
printing their text in full. Accordingly,
when the declaration of the Moscow conference was released the Herald gave its
,readers a rather extended summary of
its contents rather than the entire text,
which would have filled several columns.
Salient features of the declaration were
emphasized and the reader was able to
get a clear understa,n ding of the form and
meaning of the document without having
to omit his usual reading of the regular
news of the day. Reference was made to
the emphatic declaration of the conferees
on the treatment to be given. war crimin*
als, but I think it will be interesting to
''THE ABOVE DECLARATION
IS
many readers of this column to have the without prejudice to the case be German
text of that statement placed before them criminals whose offenses have no particular geographical localization and who
Ila full. Here it is:
will be punished by joint decision of the
* *. *
governments of the Allies.''
AFTER DESCRIBING THE NOTORious and continued atrocities committed
THERE WERE ATROCITIES DURby Hitlerite forces the conferente gave ing the former war, and there were dethis solemn warning to all perpetrators: clarations that the guilty would be
"At the time of granting any armistice brought to justice. Nothing important
to any government which may be set up was done. But the declaration just made
in Germany, those German officers and at Moscow is far more sweeping, more
men and members of the Nazi party who emphatic and more specific than anyhave been responsible for or who have thing that was promised or threatened
taken a consenting part in the above atro- in the former case. There is now the
cities, massacres and . executions will be solemn pledge that those against whom
sent back to the countries in which their evidence is provided will be tried in the
abominable deeds were done in order that countries where the crimes were comthey may be judged and punished ac- mitted, according to the laws of those
cording to the laws of those liberated countries. The statement provides food
countries and of the free governments for thought for such Germans who, in
which will be erected therein. Lists will retreating, may be inclined to kill and
be compiled in all possible detail from all ravish in the belief that they will never
these countries, having regard especially be going that way again. They may be
to invaded parts of the Soviet Union, to sure that if they yield to that inclination
Poland and Czechoslovakia, to Yugoslavia they will be ·followed to the ends of the
and Greece, including Crete and other is- earth and returned to the scene of their
lands; to Norway, Denmark and the crimes, to be judged by the very peoples.
Netherlands,
Belgium,
Luxembourg, against whom their outrages have been
France and Italy.
committed.

* *

* *

*

By W. P. Davies
FROM HARRIS, SASKATCHEWAN,
tomes a note :from Mrs. W. U. Husband,
fiti_ose now deceased husband was one of
J>~mbtna county's pioneers, enclosing a
brief poem which in form and senti*'ent .seems ~ppropriate 10 Armistice
f1a.y. The author of the poem is Edna Evltts, of t;uetp:i,, Ontario. The poem reads:

*

*

*

. . . SIICOND CROP.
By JldJla Evans.

SliePe~ a secood crop

of poppies

l;;rowh1g wild on Flanders Field,
!And these blooms are darker, richeF,
l'l!J.a.111 any former yield i
For the roots are loaded in Mfe blood
!Of a :former group of men,
!Aftd t:b1e cry goes ro1:1nd t,ne wf»'ld 011ee
more,
'1Fo amns·! 'lo aP.mi a~!'11

•

"41.ere's a second group of soldiers
llow fighting hard and strong
to hold aloft the Torch of Faith
"fheir comrades held so long.
,:,hey :Mght with dauntless courage,
1('hese loyal hearts of oak;
Our men, as men in days of yore,
ltiM apum tihe .for~ign yoke.
l'lbere's another g.roup, the Mothers,
1tho watch, with saddened hearts,
'.As
the choicest of our country's youth
._
?'or other lands depart;
IBut thoughts of victory cheer them,
trold high our freedom's shield.
1'\'e hope and pray our "Second Group
lteep :not on Flanders field.

* * *

SOME WEEKS AGO I MENTIONED
~(he uncertainty which existi:; co.ncerning
1:i.e origin of the designation "White Rus•ians" as applied to the inhabitants of _a
liarge area i,n European Russia. Mention
was made of the belief held by some that
'fl.e Russians so called belong to the group
*1at :fought for a time against the Bolshevik revolution. The name was so used,
~ut only to distinguish them from the
!Bolsheviks, whose symbolic color was red.

*

*

*

'flwERE WERE WHITE

-

. .. .

••

"'

.

however, long before the revolution. One
of the theories mentioned was that the
name was derived from the practice followed by inhabitants of the area of wearing clothing of white sheepskins. Another
was that the light color of the soil gave
the . district its name. George Norby tells
me of the conversation which he had with
an educated and cultured White Russia.I).,
who gives a different explanation of the
origin of the name. White Russia, according to this authority, has immense
forests of white birch and the trees give
an appearance of whiteness to the entire
landscape. Hence the name.

*

*

*

*

*

*

RECENTLY I PUBLISHED EXcerpts from a letter received from Rev. S.
S. Feldmann, former pastor of the First
Baptist church in Grand Forks, describing some features of Middleton, or Middletown, the seat eJf the church which he
now serves. Mr. Feldmann had inquired
there about a report that the city to
which he had moved was the "Middletown" in which certain social studies
were conducted. He was told that the
studies were not conducted in that or any
other particular city alone, but were conducted in several Midwest cities and that
the "Middletown" of the studies is a
mythical cjty, a composite of the facts
ascertained. P-rofessor Wilcox, of the
University sociology · department, writes
of the subject as follows:
"'MIDDLETOWN', BY MR. AND MRS.
Lynd, and 'Middletown in Transition'
were ba~ed on studies made in Muncie,
Indiana. Incidentally, Middletown, · Ohio,
has the same spelling as the title of the
Lynd books."
I find that the Rand McNally atlas supports Professor Wilcox in his statement
about the spelling.

ly W. P. Davies
WE HAVE HEARD BEFORE FROM
Major Vanderhoef, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. R. Vanderhoef of Grand Forks, who
for some time has · been a member of
General Eisenhower's expeditionary force
1n Africa. This timer in a letter1 home,
he tells of a tour of Sicily, which he had
an opportunity to make, not on a lniltary
m l ~ but for: t.be moment as a sightaeemr 1ndividual, flying over the ground
where, he says, "we had dug our no.sea
in the dirt," and where he remembered
the steepness of the hills which he had
joined with others in climbing not long before. I am quoting here some paragraphs
from his letter:

*

*

*

"GOT ABOARD A PLANE THAT WAS
to take us to Catania. Went out to sea
on the way and flew over and around
over Stromboli. Quite a thrill as we went
too close for much comfort. Really quite
a sight to fly around the crater that was
smoking to beat the cars practically with1n touching distance, then over the mainland and down the straits of Messina,
flying low. I couldn't find Scylla-or was
it Charybdis-as only one rock was in
evidence in the narrow part of the straits.
l'hen we started to climb, and I must say
that that was the finest mountain climb~I I have ever done.

*

* *

"UP AND UP WE WENT UNTIL WE
were right at the top of our old friend of
ltandazzo days, Mount Etna. We circled
Jround ·the top and darned near froze
)o death, coming as with our other intianate friend, Stromboli, just a little too
tiose and personal. Most interesting,
though, to fly above and practically in
lhe craters and watch them steafll and
Jmoke, and see from so close jWjt how
Ibey were built, with secondary co~
Jlnder conn, etc., and how the Iav• flows
tun down the mountain."

*

*

*

THEN CAME A VIEW OF THE RO-

man ruins at Syracuse, past Trapani, the

i,cene of violent fighting, to Catania,
lvhlch has not much tQ interest the sight-

~r except its relative cleanness. Shops
tvere filled with stuff that could be bought
In an American dime store for one-sixth
lhe price, junk jewelry and coarse needletvork. Some observations on a show seen
It Catania are interesting. Quoting:

'

*

*

*

"WENT TO A SHOW PUT ON BY

lhe British that was really the answer.
·-,.S has been said before in these parts,
ltut not, I suppose, by the troops at home
.,ho have other amu~ment~, what we
need over here 1s not two big movie stars
l

a year, but a small show without big
names, just run-of-the-mill vaudeville performers who are found these days in the
night club shows. These shows would
be small, easy to carry around, and there
would be enough of them to see one once
a month. What we need is not glamor,
but entertainment to take our minds off
the spam for a while. 'l'hat 1s what this
show was-a singer, a dancer, in accor·
dion player, an MC whe told some dfa.
lect stories that I could not understand
but the British troops ate It up. It was
most enjoyable, and (I checlted this) not
any of the troops had ever heard of the
performers."

*

*

*

TAORMINA PROVIDED A PLEASant experience, in 'Bpite of the fact that
the name of "The Dainty Tea Shop'.' ereated doubts in the minds of those who
knew of places near home where fancy
names disguised poor food and poor service. But this "Dainty Shop" was an agreeable surprise.

* * *

"IT WAS A PICTURESQUE PLACE,"

says the writer, "with bright colored
tablecloths, stools and small 'tables, so
we sat down in a cool c:orner and when
asked for our order made it a bottle of
Marsala. Said the proprietress, 'All we
serve is tea and cakes.' Said we, surprised, but not unhappy, since we have
had enough British rations to be tea
drinkers, 'Bring on the tea and cakes,
and where did you learn to speak English?' It seems she had just picked it
up while running an embroidery shop b4t
fore the war, when the place was full of
tourists.

*

*

*

"WE ASKED ABOUT THE STUFF

that was for sale around, and she 'llowed
as how ft ~as n9t much good and the
prices exorbitant. The reason she was
out of business was that it wai; impossible to get good material, and all her
stock had been cleaned out by the Jerries. About this time in came the tea,
served by a beautiful girl who turned
out to be the daughter. She too could
speak a little English and entered Into
the conversation about needlework. When
we lamented a~out our ignorance and
were wishing fof our respective wives to
do ttie shopping ahe the:p showed us a
couple of pieces that were her own work,
and even I was able to see the quality
. of the work. It was the most pains$1dng
and beautiful thing of the sort that rve
ever seen. Some floftrs actually looked
real. She next showed us a tablecloth,
and by that time I realized how bad the
stuff really was that was for sale at
forty dellarl.

*

*

*

NEX1" IN CAMJ!: THE HUSBAND OF

this girl '"1d my French really got a work·

out, tor he dldn't do so well in EJwlish.
We had a ~ ~qant time discussing
everything abo :'taormina, the teashop,
the tourist business before the war, etc.as pleasant a fotty,five minutes 118 I've
ad in a Io,n,r while. After we had drunk
up ab ~ • ai4 ,e aten all the cakes we
M>ied a plaho, and after two of qs, both
ith a two-piece repertoire, had done our
bit, what came out but a glass of excellent
red wine The tea shop closed for business
and we all sat around said wipe and had
a pleasant, convivial time.

>

By W. P. Davies
IN READING THE NlJMEROUS
lists of secular books, 10, or six, or whatever the number may be, which various
persons would choose to take with them
!or an indefinite stay on a desert island
I have been surprised to note one grave
omission. I do not recall that anyone has
thought of taking along an unabridged
dictionary. And what book could be more
fitting for such a purpose? One may
object that on a desert island he would
not need a dictionary. He woufd not need
io spell, for there would be nobody to
whom to write; and he could dispense
with pronunciation !or there would be no
one to hear him speak. Why, then, take
a dictionary along?

dictionary he can compile a whole work
on botany, with illustrations showing the
exact form and structure of hundreds of
plants. He may learn the difference between one form of bridge truss and another. He can read descriptions of the
constellations and of the geological strata
which went to the building of this planet
of ours.

*

*

*

PERHAPS OUR ISLANDER IS A
fisherman. He might have to catch fish
for a living, or he might prefer the exercise for sport. Some of the creatures
that he drags from the deep will be
strange to him. Let him look in his dictionary and in all probability he will
find the creature pictured there, with its
ordinary, or garden name, its scientific
appellation, and a sketch of its family
*
BUT THAT IS A NARROW AND SU- history, giving genus, species ,and all the
perficial view. The big dictionary is a rest, in correct Latin. What could be
treasure house of precious information more instructive and entertaining?
of which spelling and pronunciation constitute but a small part. It is the reposi* PARTS OF THE
THEN THERE ARE
tory of innumerable facts which, strung
together, constitute mystery stories as dictionary which most of us overlook in
fascinating as can be found in the latest our haste, but which· the desert islander
thriller. Take any one of thousands of should have ample time fo peruse. He
familiar words and trace it to its origin, will find there a history of the English
and what does one find? The word came language, describing its origin and
from the Greek, perhaps, or from the growth, and the changes through which
early Anglo Saxon. It may have passed it has passed. If he is addicted to such
through half-dozen languages, may have stunts he can compile from the bioappeared in as many different forms, graphical section of the dictionary lists
and may have undergone as many chang- of the more or less famous men who
es of meaning. In each of its forms it were born in the year 1615 A.D., or who
represented a different culture, differ- shared with Lincoln the privilege of beent modes of speech and different ways ing born in 1809. The dictionary will tell
of life, and in tracing it to its ultimate him who those men were, and he may
beginning there is the keen sport of fol- remember something else about them
'
lowing clues as faint and elusive a~ any which will add to the interest:
of those which lead to the solution of a
* * *
''Whodunit" problem.
IN ADDITION TO ALL THESE ADvantages there is the size of the volume.
*
BUT, THE OBJECTOR MAY SAY, It contains enough material to keep the
one needs something more than mere student busy in his leisure time for
words; he needs real literature, some- years. I am sure that if Robinson Crusoe
thing with both body and soul, some- had possessed such a book and had read
thing to lift the spirit and stimulate the it regularly each day after doing his
imagination. Very well, all of these and other chores, he would not have exhaust- ·
more you will find in the unabridged dic- ed it in the 28 years he spent on his
tionary. There you will find passages island. ·
quoted from the greatest writers of all
the centuries. Plato is (1:here, and Sophocles. Shakespeare is quoted so many times
that by piecing the fragments together,
an industrious desert islander could reconstruct a considerable proportion of
the great dramatist's justly esteemed
works. There are poets, ancient and modern, orators and philosophers, statesmen
and orators, all represented by appropriate selections.

*

*

*

*

*

* *

*
IS OUR ISLANDER
INTEIµ:STED
in science? In the dictionary he will find
science by the barrel. He will find chemical formulae telling him just what almost everything is made of. From the

*

By W. P. Davies
r ~OMEONE
WANTS TO KNOW lF
!3asic English is not substantially the
language of Shakespeare. Very much to
the contrary. Basic English has a vocabulary of 850 words. Shakespeare used
IJOme 25,000 words, his vocabulary being
one of the largest used by any writer of
:English. Neither is Basic the language
ot. the King James version of the Bible,
~hich has generally been accepted as a
model of good English. And, like Shakespeare, the scholars who translated the
Bible in about the Shakespearean period,
drew .freely on .the whole English langue.ge of their day to convey the 'ihought
:Which they wished to record.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Wl'm DUE RESPECT TO MR.
Roosevelt and Mr. Churchill, both of
whom have spoken favorable of Basic
English, it seems to me that this form of
speech presents difficulties to the English-speaking person greater in some respects than those experienced by the
foreign student in learning the same
language and greater than those encountered by the Anglo-Saxon in acquiring a
working knowledge of a foreign Iang•age.
WHEN THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING
person wishes to express himself he is
at liberty to choose from Shakespeare's
immense vocabulary, from the King
lames Ferson, and from the hundreds
of thousands of words in the unabridged
dictionary. He does not know all those
words, but he does know, and he uses
habitually many hundreds or thousands
of words outside of the Basic vocabulary.
lie uses them naturally and unthinking•
ly. His problem in the use of Ba.sic will
be that of elimination. He must twist his
expression into a new form of words, all
of which are familiar to him, and he
must remember which natural and familiar words he must leave out of his
conversation.

* .* *

THE FRENCHMAN, SPANIARD OR
German would not have that difficulty.
liis task is to learn 850 new words, and
his English vocabulary would be con·
fined to them. It strikes me that the
English-speaking person would have less
trouble in acquiring a working know~
ledge of Spanish. German or Esperanto
than in remembering which of his own
familiar words he must omit when talk·
Ing with a native of another country.

* *

RECENTLY *AN ISSUE OF THE COLiege Bulletin of New York university was
published in Basic, and in a column nn

the subject the student editor of the pa·
per expressed. his bewilderment thus:

* *

*

"1 HAVE TAKEN MUCH PUNISH·
ment, I am tired, I desire to say that I

am a 'wreck.' .I am not able to say so in
Basic English. I look at the words that I
am able to use and I am happy that Basic
English is a language that knows so
great a number of good words, but ~ey
are not the onea I need."

*

*

,it

IJEVERAL LOCAL RE~IDENTS
have been picking pansies in full bloom
from their gardens since the freezes and
snow. Members of the pansy family are
touch customers. Chances are that 'if the
blossoms just gathered had been left
on the plants they would still have been
found fresh and colorful after the disappearance of the snow next spring.
Similarly, violets, members of the same
family, are now in bloom, and if the
blossoms are not gathered they will be
suitable for bouquets next spring. I suppose the biologists know what it is that
keeps those apparently tender growths
alive and fresh through the sub-zero
temperatures of our northern winters,
but it's too deep for me. The fact that
some roots, such as those of parsnips,
stand winter freezing is a little different,
as they are imbedded in the earth and
thaw out quite gradually. Even so, when
a parsnip, if left in the ground, will withstand a winter's hard freezing, why will
not a carrot or a potato do the same
thing?.

By W. P. Davies
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE OF THE
complications which necessarily mark
our relations With nations whose territories have been occupied and whose governments have been suppressed by German militarism is seen in the removal of
General Giraud from the position of joint
chairman of the Free French committee.
Before the Allies landed their troops in
French Africa, General De Gaulle commanded the· only body of Frenchmen that
offered organized and armed resistance
to Germany. Basing his claim on his con·
stant refusal from the beginning to yield
to Germany and on the fact that there
:was no other leader in the field against
Germany, De Gaulle demanded that he
be recognized as representing France.

responsibility of deciding who should be
the spokesman a:Rd leaders and governors
of France, the France that is now occupied by an armed enemy, whose government has been shattered, and whose peo·
ple are as yet unable to speak effectively
for themselves.

*

*

*

ALL SUCH PARTISANSHIP IN THIS
country and in Britain is as futile as it is
misplaced. Our concern with respect to
France is that she shall be liberated at
the earliest possible moment from the
incubus that oppresses her and that her
millions of people, when free to act, shall
choose their own leaders and shape their
own course. To that end it is our duty to
make the most effective use of whatever
aid French colonists can give us,· with
the clear understanding that we have no
part in realizing any maJ?.'S ambitions or
*
WEEKS OF CONTROVERSY FOL- promoting the interests of any faction.
iowed. The French in the northern prov* * *
THE CASE OF FRANCE IS PARALinces rejected the leadership of De Gaulle. They were willing to follow, first Dar- leled in some measure by that of Italy.
lan, and then Giraud.. General Eisenhow- There is, of course, the important diff~rer was interested in driving the Germans ence that Italy was recently an enemy
out of Africa. It was important to the country and France was not: But we
success of his enterprise, first that he have as little to do with the political fushould not be obliged to fight the French ture of Italy as we have with that of
colonists, and second, that he should re- France except that we must see to it
ceive from them as much help as they that whatever government is established
were willing and able to give. It was not in Italy is really represertative and is
liis job to determine the future of not Fascism in disguise. Shall Italy remain a monarchy or become a republic?
France.
That will be for the Italian people to say
* CONTIN- when they are in a position to speak withFOR A TIME DE*GAULLE
~ed to lead his group and the affairs of out compulsion or intimidation. If the
the northern colonies, civil and military, monarchy is to survive, shall the pres~ere administered by Giraud. In the ef- ent king retain his position or shall the
fort to bring all French colonials into a office pass to some other? Again, that
atate of unity an administrative com- is a question for Italian decision. It is
mittee was formed with De Gaulle and not to be decided by Russia, or Britain,
Ciraud as joint chairmen. That arrange- or America.
ment operated for a few weeks, but it
did not allay the friction that had exSIMILAR QUESTIONS*ARE LIKELY
isted. Giraud was relieved of his posi- to arise, in Greece, in Yugoslavia, and
tion as joint chairman but was permitted perhaps in some of the other Balkan
to retain command of the military countries. There .is antagonism between
forces, presumably a job more to his lik- certain Polish factions, and each faction
ing.
seeks foreign support. Wherever such
questions arise our course should be un*
THE CONTROVERSY A M O N G equivocal and unwavering. We are inter~ould-be leaders of France extended to ested immediately in the complete defeat
this country and to Great Britain. Each of Germany and Japan, and it is our pur~laimant had his supporters, and among pose to make that victory contribute to
those supporters the spirit of partisan- the restoration of liberty to the nations
ship ran high. From some of the out- which have been despoiled of it by brute
bursts of feeling that got into print one force, to the end that their people may
l!light suppose that in addition to their erect for themselves such political institask of defeating Hitler the United .States tutions as meet their needs and satisfy
and Great Britain were charged with the their desires.

* *

*

* *

* *

By W. P. Davies
SECRETARY HULL ~EING VERY
much in the news these days, it seems
proper to mention that he is able to k~ep
!his own counsel when he does not wish
Ito divulge information. An incident is
irelated in which he quoted Stonewall
I.Tackson in support of this practice. Ask·
l!d for certain information of a military
nature Mr. Hull told this story:
When General Jackson entered Charlottesville, Va., at the head of his troops,
during the Civil war, a curious Charlottesville resi(lent asked what was to follow his appearance in the city.
"Can you keep a secret?" asked Genlll'al Jackson.
"Yes" replied the inquirer.
~·well, so can I," replied the the gen•
ll'al.
;A.11d

that was an.

..

*

*

l'ROM GALENA, MISSOURI, COMES

a story of the killing of some 250 wild

geese by a flash of lightning. The story
says that the geese "collided" with the
lightning bolt, which one wou~d take to
indicate that they were flymg when
struck. That seems improbable, for,
while there are sometimes thousands of
geese in a single flight, they do not travel
,in masses but in extended order. If t~e
:story is true the birds may have been m
a compact flock on the ground or on water. Anyway, that is the story, which says
also that while local residents were gat~ering up the dead birds a man who said
he was a deputy sheriff drove up, loaded
100 of them on his truck and drove off.
The story leaves the impression that the
stranger may not have been an officer at
all.

*

*

*

*

*

*

· THE QUESTION "IF A MAN DIE
shall he live again?" is older than Job.
It is as old as the human race. Religio';ls
faith has supplied its own answer and m
effect treats of what we call death as
transition from one form of life to another. But physical science has long sough
an answer to the question whether o
not the life which has actually left th
body can be restored to it.

THERE ARE INNUMERABLE CASES
tn which persons apparently dead have
been revived. Artificial respiration, electrical vibrations and other means have
brought back to conscious life many persons apparently dead from drowning,
asphyxiation and electrical shock, often
when there has been no sign of life for
a long time. But the understanding has
been that Buch persons were not quite
dead.

* *

* MEDICAL MEETING
AT A RECENT
kl New York there was given an account,
with motion picture illustrations, of experiments conducted by the Soviet Institute of Experimental Biology at Moscow
in which Russian scientists had brought
to active life animals described as having been actually "dead" for as long as
'.1:5 minutes.
*

*

*

THE APPARATUS USED SIMULAT·
ed in a remarkable manner the action of

the lungs and heart, pumping oxygenated
blood into an artery, forcing it through
the arterial system, receiving it again
through a vein, recharging it with oxygen and repeating the process until the
heart begins to beat and the lungs to
operate under the stimulus of renewed
circulation. Animals pronounced dead
and thus treated have been as active as
ever within a short time. This method of
treatment, say the experts, in addition
to restoring to life persons who have
actually been dead for a short time from
causes creating no degeneration of vital
organs, will make possible successful
treatment of particular organs which
have suffered injuries from which, with•
out such aid the subject would die and
remain dead.

* *

*
ASIDE FROM ITS SCIENTIFIC IM·
port this demonstration serves as an impressive reminder that while the world
has been observing, sometimes with
doubt and anxiety, the great social and
political experiments which have been in
progress in Russia for a generation, and
have watched with astonishment and
admiration the achievements of Russian
armies in this war, Russian scientists
have been patiently at work in the field
of healing and have been making contributions of inestimable value to human
welfare.

TODAY GERMAN GUARDS SURtound the Vatican, and the pope is virltually a prisoner within the narrow
bounds of his temporal domain. Those
:tacts have attracted the attention of a
iocal friend who traveled in Germany
some years ago and was interested in
what he learned of the relations subsistIng between the German state and the
sev:eral religious groups within its area.
il.Jnder the kaisers, while the Lutheran
was the state church in most of the
states of the empire, and in general that
status is maintained, the Roman Catholic church which comprises about 40 per
cent of th~ population, is predominant in
,several of the states, and is given offi.
cial recognition everywhere.

,-~-------~---~--,...

officially "advised" to make himself
scarce and he seems inclined to follow
the advice as he is reported to be trying
to arrange for :residence in Mexico.

*

* *

*

*

THERE IS ANXIETY IN MANY
quarters over the existing scarcity of
hard liquor and the prospect that the
shortage will become shorter. Especially
affected seems to be the beverage known
as Scotch. I have no solution and no remedy to off er, but the fact brings to mind
some peculiarities in the use of names.
Years ago a native of the 'land of brown
heath ,and shaggy wood" might be known
as a Scot, a Scotchman, or just Scotch.
But more recently a persistent effort has
been made to bring about a change and
it
has been considered better form to sub* * *
THIS TRAVELER LEARNED, HOW- stitute Scottish for Scotch in most conever, of one group which i~ neither Pro- nections.
testant nor '.Roman Catholic, in the ac*
cepted meaning of those terms, but which
I DON'T KNOW WHO STARTED
occupies a position somewhat between that movement for change, nor have I
the two. It is the so-called Old Catholic been able to discover any good reason
church, which retains in general the for it. I have tried to comply, just to be
forms and system of government of the polite, but I know I have made many slips
Roman church, but which, late in the I think compliance is rather rare. I think
19th century, separated from the parent most persons, , 1,mless they make a consbody because of certain theological dif- cious effort, continue to use the word
ferences between its members and Rome. "Scotch" with reference to the persons
This group, whose congregation_s are and things of Scotland, and why not? The
chiefly in the Danube valley, col}s1sts of word is ancient and honorable. It is fam' about 100,000 members, with some par- iliar in good literature, and it is associatishes in Switzerland and a few in France. ~d with many admirable things, kilts, for
mstance, and bagpipes, and haggis. As
* * *
THE OLD CATHOLICS CONSTITUTE things are going, however, there is little
an independent body, with their own , prospect for the; near future of hearing
bishops and other agencies of govern- someone order e1ther a Scotch or a Scotment. One of the interesting things tish highball and having his order filled.
about it is that a group so small in pro- We seem to be more likely to hear "Gimportion to the total population has been me a beer."
able not only to maintain its identity, but
has received substantial official recognition in the territory where most of its
parishes are situated.

* * *

THAT WAS A CURIOUS VERDICT
rendered by the jury in the trial of Alfred
l)e Marigny at Nassau in the Bahamas
on the charge of having murdered his
millionaire father. in - law, Sir Harry
Oakes. The jury, having heard the evidence, the pleas of counsel and the
judge's charge,. brought in a verdict of
not guilty, but coupled with it the recommendation that the mc\n just acquitted
be deported from the territory. At this
distance that reads like a verdict of "Not
guilty, but send him away 50 that he
can't do it again in this neighborhood."

* *

* THAT THE JURY'S
IT APPEARS
recommendation has no standing in law
and that the court is powerless to follow
It. Mr. De Marigny, however, has been

1

By W. P. Davies
PRONUNCIATION OF FORE I G N
place names is a puzzle for most of us.
Fortnnately, we don't have to pronounce
them every time we see them, and I suppose most persons do as I do-just let
the difficult ones slide. There is a certain satisfaction, , however, in knowing
how some of the names that a.re strange
to us are pronounced by those in which
language they occur. But there are many
of our English speaking persons to whom
the pronunciation of those names is important. They are those of our young
men who are, or soon are to be, in the
country's armed forces and who may
be required to communicate v~tal messages by field telephone or radio. They
need to use many of those names, and
they must use them in a way to be understood.

* *

.

IN ORDER *TO MEET THE NEED
thus arising the United States board _of
geographical names has prepared a 11st
of standard pronunciations for the use
of those in the service who are likely to
need them. The list is necessarily a long
one, but the following are given as
samples:
·
Abbeville, France-Ahb-veel'.
Amiens, France-Ah-myahn'.
Belgorod, Russia-By-ell'-gaw-rot.
Benevento, Italy-Beh-nay-ven'-toe.
Bergamo, Italy-Behr'-gah-mo.
Biancavilla, Italy-Byahn-kah-veel'-lah.
Brindisi, Italy-Breen'-dee-zee.
Chernigov, Russia-Chehr-nee'-gof.
Chieti, Italy-Kyeh'-tee.
Civitavecchia, Italy - Chee-vee-tahvehk'·kyah.
Dmitriev, Russia - Dmee'-tri (as in
trip) -yehf.
Dniepropetrovsk, Russia-Dnyeh-pruhpeh-trafsk'.
Druzhkovka, Russia-Droosh (oo as in
:foot) -kawf'-kah.
Elets, Russia-Yeh-lets'.
Empoli, Italy-Aim'-poe-lee.
Foggia, Italy-Fod' (as in nod) -jah.
Friedrichshafen, G e r m a n y - Freedrikhs (as in sticks) -hah'-fehn.
Frosinone, Italy - Fro-zee-no'-nay.
Gaeta, Italy-Gah-a' (as in age) -tah.
Gela, Italy-Jay'-lah.
Hanover, Germany-Bah-no'-vehr.
.Isernia, Italy-Ee-zehr'-nyah.
Jena, Germany-Ya' (as in age) -nah.
Kramatorskaya, Russia - Krah-mahtor'-skah-yah.
·
Krivoi Rog, ..Russia- Kri (as in trip)
•voi' (as in oil) Rock.
Lampedusa, Italy-Lahm-pay-doo' (as
Jn food) -sah.
La Spezia, Italy-Lah Speht'-syah.
Lille, France-Leel (as in leek).
Ludwigshafen, Germany- Loot' (as in
foot) -viks-hah-fahn.
Mariupol, Russia- Mah-reh-ooh'-pol.

Marseille, France-Mahr-sehy'.
Novorossisk, Russia-No (as in nod)
-voh-ruhs-seesk'.
Pisa, Italy-Pee'-sah.
Sevastopol, R ussia-Syeh-vahs-toh'-pol.
Simferopol, R ussia-Sim-fehr-oh'·pohl.
Stuttgart, Germany-Shtoot' (oo as in
foot) -gahrt.
Treviglio, Italy-Tray-vee'-lyo.
Trieste, Italy-Tree-ehs'-tay.
Tromso, Norway-Troom'-soh.
Trubchevsk, Russia-Troop (oo as in
foot) -chefsk'.
Vitebsk, Russia-Vee'-tyehpsk.
Some of the pronunciations indicated
don't seem to me to help much. Take the
last s y 11 a b I e given, for instance,
"tyehpsk." I don't know how one accustomed only to English can get his
tongue and vocal chords aro.und that
all in one mouthful. But apparently the
Russians do it.

*

*

*

OF COURSE MANY OF THOSE PROnunciations seem ·"queer" to most of us,
and we may think that only "queer"
peop·-; talk that way. But before we
cone_ ~~e that Russians, Italians and others are abnormal because o.f the sounds
they make, it may be a good idea to examine this grand old English language
of ours and note some of the absurdities
that it contains. There are lots of them.

* * *

INCIDENTALLY, THE PROGRESS
of the war is helping to simplify the
matter of pronunciations for the Germans. They will have little need hereafter to pronounce the names of such
places as Stalingrad, Smolensk, Kiev,
and Dniepropetrovsk. They are through
with those places for good. Presently
they will be talking about Odessa, and
Warsaw, perhaps, and almost every day
they have occasion to pronounce the
name of one or more of their. own cities
after the qombing of the preceding 24
hours.

By W. P. Davies
)IANY OF OUR SOLDIERS HAVE
!Ian~ :n Africa, with more to follow.
Pne o! them who had just landed by
plane in West Africa was most impreslBE!d on his arrival by the disagreeable
eights and unsavory smell.s. Capt. Arnold
Braverman, formerly of the U. N. D., has
been on the continent longer, has traveled
1Dver it more, than most soldiers, has
llound great variety in the section of
North Africa where he is stationed. He
18 serving at present as athletic director
tor his unit. In a letter wrttten a month
.111go he writes:

* .*

"I: AM STATIONED IN*A CITY MANY
aniles . from the place where I landed

about a year ago. This place is comf)lete-

lt' destroyed. I'd venture to say that not
Jl single place escaped the effects of the

terrific bombing of the Allies. You see,
;the Germans first occupied this ·place and
it was up to the .Allies to root them out.
Root them out they did-with a vengeance. All civilians are evacuated fro1;1
the vicinity. All we have around here IS
the military, Americ;an, English and
French.

*

*

*

tours of the famous movie stars who
come through on personal appearances. ,
We had Bob Hope, Frances Langford,
Stubby Kaye, and Al Schacht. Jack Benny, Lan-y Adler, .Winnie Shaw and Al
Jolson were in Africa but didn't get up
this way. (Bombing raid, maybe.) Recently I took a baseball team up to Algiers to
compete in the North African "Little
World" series. Algiers is a city built on
a huge mountain with the streets wind:
ing round and round either to the peak
or the waterfront. It is a continuous mass
of steps and ramped streets, with balconied buildings and foliage-covered courtyards. Street cars travel in three-car
trains. They are much smaller than our
American cars. Some of the open-air jobs
resemble the moving stadium train used
along the Poughkeepsie during the regattas. The city is crowded, not too clean,
and filled with many shops with nothing
to sell. It has been drained by the war.
American authorities here have issued an
order forbidding public pipe smoking by
Americans because it offends the natives.

"IT lS HARD TO DESCRIBE THE
11tter ·destruction one sees before his eyes.
My quarters are o11. the second floor of
what was once a fine apartment building. I have a room with an adjoining
crater. The building covered one small
block itself. The side facing the street
was completely blown to bits. The other
side, parallel to the one which was bombed, is still in fair shape. The corner, exactly where my room is, has been blown
o.ff as if pared with an immense k_nif_e.
However, there are some ~ooms withm
the wreckage that are habitable, so we
make use of them. Of course the plaster 1
on the walls is none too solid, nor are the interiors like the Waldorf, but,· friendsjt's home to us-at least for the present.

*

*

*
"WATER AND ELECTRICITY
ARE
:rationed daily. The city sewage system
Wai wrecked to a fare-ye-well by the teriic bombing, and only thrqugh the yeoman efforts of our engineers do we have
tile fortune to have any water. The condition of rationing, of course, although a
bit inconvenient, is· still better than nothing. We have no hot water, so one shaves,
washes and takes baths in cold water all
the time. It's remarkable how easily the
human adapts himself to the situation,in
hand. We find a certain small number
of individuals who cannot and will not
try to fit themselves in. Those people
vsually wind up in mental wards.
"OUR

*

*
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*
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*

*

*

"A SIGHT WELL WORTH SEEING
is a large department store called the
Galleries de France. As one enters the
doors he is immediately aware of a newly-found, easternized splendor in commerce. On both sides of the interior one
looks up at four floors of balconied terraces which are departmentalized for the
sale of various goods. The railings and
all decorations are of exquisite wood
carving done in a light mahogany shade.
On either side is an elevator shaft running up to the four-windowed dome. The
shafts are done in the same style. Upon
entry to the building you are aware of
beauty not business."
'

people whose earnings, according to of·
THE CURRENT SATURDAY EVE- ficial treasury I figures, are less than $5,·
000 per capita, but who receive 80 per
ning Post has an editorial captioned "We
cent of the total national income.
Either 'Tighten Our Belts' or We Don't."
The article deals with the subject of tax* THE NECIF TAXATION TO RAISE
~tion and with the efforts being made by essary funds is equitably distributed, we
one group after another to escape it or shall have to tighten our belts. That is
to counteract its effects by increases in not to say that we shall go hungry or
the wages they receive or in the prices naked. Of the things that are necessary
of the products they have to sell. The to comfort and health there will be plenwriter discusses among other things ty. But .because there will be less money
some of the objections that have been with which to gratify our whims and
made to the sales tax, particularly t~ tastes, those whims and tastes must wait
one that its effect would be to lower the awhile. To that extent our standard of
standard of living of the lower income living will be lowered, and for many it
group. And the writer makes the point will not be a bad thing.
fhat if all the talk that we have heard
* * *
about "tightening the belt" and "making
BUT WHAT OF THE MOVEMENTS
sacrifices" means anything, reduction of here and there for increased wages. or
the standard of living is exactly what higher prices? Coal miners have struck
the administration has been trying to for higher wages and are to get them.
bring about. This, it is said, is not be- Railway labor has been given increased
oouse anybody wants to make poor peo- pay and demands more. Mr. Murray says ,
ple miserable, but because paying more that the CIO will demand higher wages
tor guns means paying less for butter. if a sales tax is imposed. The farm bloc
he article struck me as a capable pre• in congress is determined to wreck the
ae11tation of the subject.
subsidy program in order that ceilings
may
be lifted from farm prices. Will not
* * *
THE TITLE OF THE ARTICLE these special interests, at least, benefit
rtates the case clearly and concisely, pro- if they can offset taxation by receiving
'Vided there is a choice between going- greater incomes? Whoever thinks that
through with the war and not doing so. the circle of increased wages and prices
M we intend to quit we can patch up a can be stopped at the point occupied by
peace of some sort and live on what fat his particular interest or industry needs
is still left on our ribs without further to take a few kindergarten lessons. One .
tightening of our belts. We might even increase calls for another. One demand
be able to accumulate a little more fat- prompts another, and there is no such
until Hitler finds it convenient to take it thing as stopping the process wh~n it is
away from us.
well under way. The result of it all will
bf increases all along the line. The gov*
BUT IF WE INTEND TO SEE THIS etnment will have to levy higher taxes
,var through, come hell or high water, because of increased cost of the labor and
and to permit no slackening of effort un- material that goes into its indispensables.
til complete victory is won, then we have Those with stable incomes, members of
:no choice about our belts; we shall have the white collar group, holders of insurto tighten them. And it makes no dif- ance policies, dependents of men in the
ference what form of taxation we use or armed services, will be ground between
'.What devices we employ to avoid taxa- the upper and the nether millstone. Those
tion, our belts must be tightened just whose wages and the prices of whose
products have been increased will find
the same.
themselves
with more dollars and less
*
BILLIONS . AND MORE BILLIONS buying power. Belts must be tightened
,nust be had to continue the war. There and living standards lowered.
is one source, and one source only, from
* * *
{AN EDITORIAL IN THIS COLUMN
which the money can be obtained-the
earnings of the people. Not some of the commenting on Lincoln's Gettysburg adpeople, but all of them. And the greater dress was inadvertently published one
share of it must be paid by those whose day before the anniversary for which it
aggregate incomes are greatest, namely, was intended. The Gettysburg address
b.7 that overwhelming majority of our was delivered on November 19~ 1863.).

By W . .P. Davies
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By W. P. Davies
SUCH

GREAT ADVANCES

HAVE

l>een made in recent years in the develop-

ment of plastics that plastics almost
seemed likely to take the place of all
other materials. Substances derived from
snilk, grain, coal, cotton and a few other
1tandard materials are combined in such
a manner that they can be substituted
•uccessfully for w09.d or metal in an in·
numerable variety of manufactures. In
many cases the plastics serve better than
the natural products. The chemist is able
to give to them any desired degree of
~trength, lightness, elasticity, and resistance to wear and dec~y. Plastics are
made into gears for heavy machinery;
into fabrics as beautiful and durable as
anything contrived from the gossamer
web of the silkworm; into airplanes,
where the combination of lightness and
,;trength is indispensable; and into the
very dwellings which we inhabit.

* *

PROGRESS, * HOWEVER, HAS NOT

been all in one direction. The scientist
has shown us how to employ substitutes
;for many of the materials which we now
use. He is also finding out how better
use can be made of those same materJals. The DuPont laboratories are famous
t.or their work in plastics. One of their
scientists, Dr. Berliner, tells of work done
1n the treatment of wood so that the commonest varieties are given all the qualities of beauty, hardness and durability
possessed by the rarest and most expenJive kinds, with the added quality of such
tlexibllity that it can be bent into any
desired form and there will rigidly relain its shape.

*

*

*

*

*

•

DR. BERLINER EXPLAINS THAT
~ood • treated by the injection of chemicals which produce resin within the
~ood. The wood ls then hardened, will
take high polish and has increased wearIng qualities. It resists moisture, thereifore is subject to little swelling and
ahrinking, a quality which will be appre. elated by those who have to deal with
~oors and windows so tight that they
•tick, or so loose that the wind blows
around them..
BY THE TREATMENT DEVELOPED,
•uch a soft wood as poplar, now employed for such common items as ironing
boards, shelves and bread boards, can be /
,nade as hard as maple and can be used
for the same purposes. One wonders if,
:under the new processes, the despised
cottonwood may not take its place as a
Yaluable timber tree. As it is, the woon

of this tree is useful for only the coarsest kind of work, but it has the advantage of attaining great size and being of
exceedingly rapid" growth. So~e day,
perhaps, people will be using the ,f inest
kind of furniture made of cottonwood
grown on the prairies of North Dakota.
A few acres of cottonwood trees, properly forested, would yield a large annual
crop of lumber after the first trees at•
tain suitable size.

* *

*
WHILE WRITING
ABOUT THIS NEW
treatment of wood I have recalled something told to me 30 years ago or more
about what a few wealthy men were
doing in anticipation of future demand
for timber. Certain New England capitalits, it was said, who were not interested
in industrial -enterprises, and who had
use for only a small fraction of the income that their capital might earn, had
adopted the practice of investing large
sums in cut-over timber lands which
could be bought for a song. They did
that, I was tol«,' in the expectation that
the money so invested would yield satisfactory returns to their heirs, perhaps
100 years hence.

* *

THESE CAPITALISTS,*MY INFORM·
ant said, were not interested in receiving returns on their investment themselves. They did not need money. They
wished · for a safe investment for a long
time, and one which would increase in
value with the years through the slow,
but certain processes of nature. Their
expectation was that if left to itself nature would restore the timber growth on
their lands and that, if they wished, they
could market enough timber from their
holdings from time to time to pay the
small sums required for taxes and for
such work as it might prove desirable to
perform on the property. I have wondered how general that practice was
among rich New Englanders and if it
worked out as expected.

By W. P. Davies
E. B. PAGE, A NORTH DAKOTA

man in training at Caml) Mackall, North
Carolina,. sends a clipping from the Char!otte, N. C., News, which interested him
because of its reference to Senator Langer. The North Dakota senator is not given
~pecial mention in the article, but his
name is listed with those of the other
:four senators who voted against approval
of the resolution declaring for American
co-operation in establishing and maintaining peace. Senator Reynolds of North
Carolina, wa s one of the five casting
negative votes, and the Charlotte paper
lfires a broadside at him because of that
1',ote.

One was sort of setter dog and two of
'em was houn's,
Their skins was full of Satan; they was
always on their roun·~,
Till people durned their pictures in half
a dozen towns,
-But Ephrum kept his dogs.

They 'bated Ephrum's poll-tax 'cause he
was too poor to pay,
-But Ephrum kept his dogs.
How he scraped up cash to license 'em it
ain't in me to say,
-But I know he kept his dogs.
And when a suff'rin' neighbor ambuscaded 'em, Eph sworeThen in a kind of homesick way he hustled round for more;
* *
He struck a lucky bargain and, by thundOF THE FIVE WHO SO VOTED THE .
er, he bought four!
News says:
-Jest kept on a-keepin' dogs.
"They were voices singing the same
*
old song of ruin they have ever sung.
DURING AN INFORMAL DISCUSWhen they were widely heard in the land sion of current and recent histo.i,y a few
:A.merica was studiously unprepared for days ago someone sprung a question
war-and for peace. These five frisky about vice presidents. Who have been
;triends of our foes are Americans we vice pre.sidents of the United States, he
can so well do without."
asked, in the present century? Specifical*
ly, who were vice presidents respectively
SUMMARIZING THE VOTING REC- under McKinley, Theodore Roosevelt,
ord of Senator Reynolds the paper notes Taft, Wilson, Harding, Coolidge, Hoover
that he "fought lend-lease, the lifting of and Franklin D. Itoosevelt? How many
the arms embargo, repeal of th~ neutrali· readers can score 100 on that without
ty act, extension of one-y~ar service fair looking in the book?
draftees, sending draftees out of the hem* * *
isphere." Only five votes were cast
THE CONVERSATION DIDN'T EX·
against the senate resolution, but it may tend that far, but it might be interesting
be suggested in passing that some . of for the reader to see how many names he
those who voted for it have voting rec- can recall of the men who opposed those
ords similar to that of Senator Reynolds presidents in their several election camllnd may be suspected of having voted palgns.
•yes" with their fingers crossed.

*

* *

* *

*

*

* MUST HAVE A
FRED GOODMAN
lot of fun sorting out the contents of that
attic of his, for every little while he disoovers among the collection of odds and
ends some entertaining morsel so old
that it is now new. Here is one that he
resurrected the other day, author unlmown:

*

*

*

EPHRUM KEPT THREE DOGS.
Ephrum Eels he had to scratch durned
hard to keep ahead,
-But he always kept three dogs.
lie couldn't keep a dollar bill to save his
life, they said,
/
-But he always kept three dogs.
Jie said he might have been some one if
he'd had half a chance,
;But getting grub from day to day giv'
Ephrum such a dance,
Jie never got where he could shed- the
patches off his pants;
. -But he always kept three dogs,

Ephrum's young ones never looked as
though they was half-fed,
-But he always kept three dogs.
l'he house would be so cold his folks
would have to go to bed;
-But
hrum ke t three do s.

By W. P. Davies
EVERYBODY AGREES THAT GEN•
eral Patton ought not to have done it. On
that there is no difference of opinion.
&'he question on which there is difference
of opinion is what should have been
done about it. Obviously, General Patton could not undo what he had done. Old
Omar realized long ago that what is done
cannot be undone. He wrote:
''The moving finger writes, and, having
writ,
Moves on: nor all your piety nor wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line,
Nor all your tears wash out a word of
it."

*

*

*

*

*

*

HAVING DONE WRONG, PATroN
has confessed his error and has apologized for it, to the man whom he had
injured, and to the officers and men of
the army whose discipline he had violated. There remains the question what
others should have done about it. General Eisenhower, we are told, did not
reprimand Patton. He castigated him,
and those who saw his letter .say he
minced no words in doing so. A reprimand, it appears, goes on the official
record, while a mere castigation does
not. In a castigation you may throw
your whole vocabulary at him, and that
ends it. Let's leave it there,
GROVER CLEVELAND ONCE FORmally reprimanded an army lieutenant.
The young officer was tried and convicted of some infraction of discipline
and was sentenced to be reprimanded
by the president. The president was acquainted with the facts, knew that the
offense was not a grave one, and was
sympathetic towat'd the offender. When
the culprit appeared before him the
president said, sternly, "The court has
ordered that you be reprimanded, and
you are hereby reprimanded."

*

*

* INTERESTING
THERE IS ONE
phase of the Patton case which was
touched on by H. R. Baukhage, the radio announcer, involving a psychological
element that extends far beyond the
limits of this particular case. Reference
was made to Patton's well-known driving
tendencies and his reputation for harshness, and there was pointed out also another side of his character. There were
quoted lines of poetry which he has written, and it was recalled that he had been
known to shed tears · over the sufferings
of his wounded men. It was suggested
that Patton had schooled himself to an
appearance of harshness in ordel" that
he might not yield at critical moments to
his more tender emotions.

* *

*
THAT ASSUMPTION
OF STERNness as a disguise and a defense against
the prompting of the inner self is a feature of human conduct well recognized
by the student. It is brought out in an
interesting way in a work of fiction, a
best seller of tw9 or three years ago, For-

ester's "Captain Horatio Hornblower."
Captain Hornblower was commander of
ships of the British navy of more than
a century ago. Temperamentally he was
sociable, informal, and inclined to loquacity.

*

*

*

BUT HE FELT THAT IF HE FOLlowed his inclinations he could not become the successful commander he was
determined to be. Therefore he surrounded himself with a cloak of severe reserve.
He seldom spoke to his officers except
on official matters, and then only in
brief, curt sentences, and no one ever
thought of making a casual remark to
him. Keeping himself thus aloof he led a
solitary life, making no friends, gaining
the reputation of being a soulless machine, while all the time he was aflame with
human sympathy and eager for the warm
companionship of his fellows. He is a fictional character, but in the author's portrayal of him we have set forth one highly
interesting phase of human behavio,r .

